Abstract. Terrain relief amplitude is a macroscopic index that describes the topographic features of an area. GIS-based neighborhood analysis method and statistics-based change point theory are applied to extract the terrain relief amplitude in Guizhou province. The rectangle is selected as the analysis radius. The terrain relief amplitudes under different grids are calculated based on ArcGIS 10.2. In order to determine the optimal analysis grid size, the change point theory is adopted to find the point changing from steep to gentle. Then, the terrain relief amplitude is extracted using the optimal statistical neighborhood. Results show that the terrain of Guizhou province is dominated by tableland, hills and small rolling hills. The research of this paper is useful for further study on geomorphic type divisions and can be promoted to other areas of terrain relief amplitude extraction.
Introduction
Terrain relief amplitude is an important factor to quantitatively describe the geomorphologic shape and the landform type. It is also a macroscopic index that describes the topographic features of an area. In recent years, the terrain relief amplitude has been widely used in soil erosion sensitivity assessment, regional landslide hazard assessment, geological environmental quality assessment and so on [1, 2, 3] .
Digital elevation model (DEM) data is usually used to extract and analyze the terrain relief amplitude. It is a fast and effective means to obtain the required surface information. At present, some research efforts have been directed towards the terrain relief amplitude extraction. It has been found that different regions and different landform types correspond to different statistical units [4] . It is inevitable that some subjective factors exist in determining the optimal statistical unit, which will affect the accuracy of the extraction result. In order to avoid the subjective influence, the change point theory is adopted to determine the optimal statistical unit. This paper utilizes the geographic information system (GIS) technology to extract the terrain relief amplitude of Guizhou province. In order to avoid the subjective influence, the change point theory is adopted to determine the optimal statistical unit, so as to make the relief amplitude extraction approach to the feature of true earth surface fluctuation.
Methodology

GIS-based Neighborhood Analysis Method
Neighborhood analysis method is a basic method for GIS raster data analysis. It refers to opening a window with a fixed analysis radius for one or more grid points in a raster data system [5] . A series of statistical calculations, such as extremum, difference and mean, are carried out in the window. The window-based statistical analysis will expand towards the horizontal direction until all the raster data analysis is completed. The common window shapes mainly contain rectangle, circle, ring and fan. Among them, rectangle and circle are more widely used [6] . represents the minimum elevation of the region. According to the definition of the terrain relief amplitude, the selection of radius value is crucial. Small analysis radius will generate a relatively flat terrain and small relief amplitude value. As the analysis radius increases, the value of relief amplitude also increases. When the analysis radius increases to a certain extent, covering the whole mountain, the value of the relief amplitude will not change again. Therefore, the calculated result of relief amplitude with a large or small analysis radius cannot reflect the true earth surface changes.
Statistics-based Change Point Theory
A change-point refers to a sudden change in a model or output sequence at an unknown moment, which is called the change point of the system [7, 8, 9] . Change point analysis method is based on the statistical theory. It is used to detect time series mutations. Change points mainly include mean change point, probability change point, and model change point. The purpose of studying the mean change point detection method is to judge and detect the presence of the change point, as well as the position and the jerk.
The calculation process of mean change point analysis method is described as follows. 3) Calculate the expected value of ( -)
In the above equations, the presence of the change point makes the statistical value difference between the original sample and the segmented sample increase.
Case Study in Guizhou Province
DEM data
Guizhou province is located in the southwest of China, within a geographical range of 24°37' N-29°13' N and 103°36' E-109°35' E. The ASTER GDEM data, with a spatial resolution of 30 m, as well as the vector boundary map are employed in this paper. They are projected to the same geographic coordinate system: WGS_1984_Albers. The vector boundary map is ultilized to extract the DEM data of Guizhou province from the national DEM raster data, as is shown in Fig.1 . 
Extraction Based on Neighborhood Analysis Method
The study chooses the rectangle as the neighborhood analysis shape. The terrain relief amplitudes under different grids from 33  to 40 40  are calculated based on ArcGIS 10.2 software. Take the mean value of each grid as the final analysis data. The corresponding relationship between grid cell size and mean relief amplitude is shown in Table 1 . The fitting logarithmic curve of the terrain relief amplitude and the corresponding neighborhood area is shown in Fig.2 . Figure 2 . The fitting logarithmic curve of terrain relief amplitude and neighborhood area.
Determination of the Optimal Statistical Value
The analysis result based on the mean point change theory is shown in Table 2 . The fitting curve of ( -) i E S S is shown in Fig.2 . Based on the classification and statistics functions of ArcGIS software, it is found that the relief amplitude of Guizhou province is dominated by tableland, hills and small rolling hills, 9.6%, 71.5% and 18.64% respectively.
Conclusion
This study demonstrated how using the GIS-based neighborhood analysis method and statistics-based change point theory to determine the optimal statistical grid size and extract the terrain relief amplitude of Guizhou province. The result indicates that application of the change point theory in the optimal grid size determination reduces the subjective influence by artificial means. It is significant for further study on the landform type division and can be promoted to other areas of terrain relief amplitude extraction.
